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of conquest. _ They. subdued the Vandals of JUTE. The sack that holds your potatoes was 
Africa and brought Italy under control. once a mass of silky fibres in the stalks of jute 

As a builder Justinian filled every corner of his plants growing in a hot moist field in India or 
empire with churches, aqueducts, forts, and some other semi-tropical country. When the 
hospitals. The greatest of his buildings was the stalks grew tall and bore their yellowish flowers, 
magnificent dome-covered cathedral of St. they were cut, stripped of their leaves, bound 
Sophia in Constantinople, his capital city. His into bundles, and thrown into a stagnant pool. 
people were burdened with heavy taxes to pay There they lay until the outer skin became 
for all this magnificence, and he left at his soft and was easily separated from the tough 
death an empire well on the way to decline. fibre. Then dark-skinned natives, standing 

Codifying the Roman Law waist deep in the water, beat and washed the 
J-ustinian was most noted, however, as the long fibres and put them to dry in the hot sun . 

emperor who finally codified the Roman law The whole process is similar to that in the case 
in such form as it was handed down to later ages. of flax and hemp. Next the fibre of "tow" 
Under his authority thelawyerTribonianheaded was pressed into great bales, and made a long 
a commission which . voyage to perhaps 
collected and compiled .... T H E -· s E M I- T ~ ... ? .. P I ~ "':-_ L 1 u T_!: __ .. :J ~A. N T _ Dundee in Scotland, 
the " Code," contain- • ~ · · · the greatest jute manu-
ing 12 books of Roman . facturing town in the 
laws. This was fol- world, where it was 
lowed by the ''Digest '' spun into jute yarn 
or" Pandects,'.' a sum- and woven into gunny 
mary of the decisions . . . cloth. 
of Roman lawyers and ~ · · Some gunny-sacking 
judges concerning t · · · or burlap is close and 
these laws, and finally ~ ~ .B firm in texture, for 
by the " Institutes," · · bags that carry fine 
a text-book for stu.. ; . . · i seeds and sugars ; 
dents of law. These · .:' ... . ! some is coarse and .. ~ 

writings together form <· · . . open, such as that 
the Civil Law (Corpus used for your potatoes. 
Juris Civilis) on which Gunny cloth is used 
is based the laws of to wrap cotton bales, 
some modern nations, furniture for shipping, 
including France and . , and in many other 
Italy. . ways where coarse 

Another Justinian, cloth is required. The . -
Justinian II ( 669-711), fibre is also used for 
became East Roman. jute rope, cord and 
Emperor in 685, in t~e, and coarse 
succession to his fa- . . . .,., ·. paper. Jute takes dye 

• , :.. ~ , ... .._ \ .. t .. ·· ' • • ther Constantine IV.. ·· ... ; .. :... - - · · ·- ~-.:._ ·"' readily, and hence is 
Thi; Justinian was a A, Top .of stem in flower (on:e-third n~tural.size) ; B, fl?wer woven into fibre car .. 

diff k
. d f (one-th1rd scale and natural s1ze) ; C, npe fru1t (natural s1ze). ts d urta• f 

very erent 1n o . pe an c ms or 
emperor from the great and wise husband of artistic yet inexpensive furnishings. Its fine 
Theodora. He was a man of very extravagant and silky character fits it for false hair and 
tastes, who spent vast sums in putting up the wigs worn by actors. It is sometimes used as 
most sumptuous buildings. an adulterant in the manufacture of cotton, 

To provide the money for gratifying these silk, linen, and woollen fabrics. 
tastes he taxed the people unmercifully. India the Chief Producer 
After groaning under their burdens for some Compared ·with hemp, manila, sisal, or ramie 
years, his subjects revolted in 695 and exiled fibres, jute is inferior in strength, tenacity, and 
him to Cherson in the Crimea. durability, but because of its price and adapt .. 

• 

After escaping from Cherson, Justinian lived ability it holds an important place in the manu
under the protection of the king of the Bul- factur~g world. India produces practically the 
garians, with whose help he successfully attacked entire world's supply of jute, for although it 
Constantinople._.!.·in 704 and again became can be grown ~lsew)lere Indian jute is cheaper ·. 
emperor. But he had learned nothing from because of the lower labour cost. :--
experience, and in 711 he was again dethroned J"ute plants are a.nnuals growing from seed. Scientific 
and this time assassinated. . names, Corclwrus olitorius and Corclwrus capsulariB. 
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